WellnessAlchemy Healing Prayer Directives
DISCLAIMER: WellnessAlchemy is a form of Healing Prayer, which is blessed by Jesus when he said, “What I can do, you can do also.”
WellnessAlchemy uses clairvoyance & intuitive methods to look for and heal energetic and bioenergetic blockages. These are prayers only. I
am not a medical doctor and do not promise cures. Please see a medical professional whenever necessary. WellnessAlchemy uses no hands-on
component.

Prayer: We ask the Supreme Being to bless this Healing for each of us as we increase our spiritual
understanding, ownership and affinity for our body.
Amen.

******

Part 1

HEALING THE ENERGETIC BODY
* Fill in all healed spaces with the person’s own Green Body Rejuvenation Energy *

HEALING PRAYER DIRECTIVES:
Activate the Solar Point.
Bioenergetics Directive - Clear, heal and validate the life force vibration of the CNS including the
voluntary and autonomic and the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, balancing both the
right and left sides of the body.
Bring to full life force all Qi Lines of the body.
Alien Energies Directive - Identify and erase any spiders and/or snakes controlling this person’s
ability to heal themselves.
Desease Vibrations - Find and identify all disease signature vibrations. Transmute and clear all
desease vibrations in the Aura and Chakras including all energetic connections.
Soul Directive - Reclaim all parts of this soul throughout past lives, this life and their future as
appropriate for this healing. Bring all parts of this being into present time and affinity with
themselves.
Disease Belief Systems Directive 1. Clear the vibrations of any belief systems which control this person’s wellness and affinity for
themselves as necessary for this healing.
2. Communicate any self destructive beliefs remaining so that this person can become aware of and
begin to heal themselves of any beliefs which control their Wellness.
3. Repeat step one as appropriate.
Toxin Vibrational Healing - Identify all toxin signature vibrations. Transmute and clear all toxin
vibrations from the Aura and Chakras including all energetic connections.
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Akashic Records Healing - Give any needed healing to their Akashic Records and Record Keeper,
then work with the Keeper to update their space.
Trauma Directive - Identify, clear and heal all trauma from this person’s Aura and Chakras
including all energetic connections. Bring their space into the present.
Emotional Survival Directive - Clear and heal all stuck emotions in the Aura and Chakras including
all energetic connections which interfere with this person’s ability to heal themselves.
Karma Directive - Using a Christ Force Healing Vibration, clear all karma including all whacks,
threats, curses and symbols throughout this life and past lives which control this person’s ability to
heal themselves.
Aura Protection Healing - Generate the electric blue counterclockwise protection vibration around
all layers of the aura and through the outside layer of each chakra.

*********************************

Part 2
Healing the Physical Body
Microbe Directive - Identify the signature vibration of all unhealthy microbes in the body
including: bacteria, viruses, fungus, yeast, parasites and molds; as well as all prions, nanomicrobes,
retroviruses and implants. Invoke vortices to transmute all microbal blockages in the body until all
tissues register clear.
May also be done directed to specific areas of the body.
Non-Microscopic Parasite Directive - Identify all parasitic signature vibrations in this person’s
body. Invoke vortices to clear all parasites in all stages of development from this person’s body
until all tissues register clear.
Toxins Directive - Identify the signature vibrations for all toxins in this person’s body. Invoke
vortices to transmute and clear all known, engineered or unidentified metal, pesticide, herbicide,
plastic and solvent toxins plus mano particles from this body.
Genetic Weakness Directive - Identify the signature vibration for any genetic weakness in this
person’s body. Clear this vibration from the body. Locate within the genetic entity an appropriate
vibration of wellness and correct information for this body and call this vibration into present time.
Bring this new energy into harmony with the entire body.
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Clearing Radiation Directive - Identify the signature vibration for all harmful radiation
frequencies int his body. Reclaim all harmful radiation from all natural and manmade frequencies
including all power plants, weapons, microwaves, electronics and other frequencies harmful to this
person.
Body System Balancing - Remove all blockages, clear, repair and vitalize the _________ system
of this person’s body. (Choose the system you want to heal)
Mutated Cells Directive - Invoke vortices to transmute and clear all mutated or dysfunctional
cells in this body.

*************

REGENERATION OF TISSUES DIRECTIVE

*************

Invoke vortices to heal all tissues and repair all cells and all DNA throughout this person’s body as
needed for this healing.
This directive may be used directed to specific areas and organs of the body.

Anti-Aging Directive - Bring to full vitality all DNA telomeres in all cells of the body necessary to
this person’s optimal wellness.

WellnessAlchemy Creed:
We believe that each one of us had a part in the creation of our body. That available to each of us
as spirit is the intuitive knowledge to heal our body when we open that door. We believe that
disease and physical challenges are a pathway to learn and grow as spirit, and that fear and
ignorance need not keep us from the blessings we find as we heal ourselves. As Jesus said, “What I
have done you can do also.” As immortal souls we are all part of the Supreme Being, and that is the
part of us we remember when we create healing miracles.
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